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The plea for more creative work is a never ending
one. AlthougJb the Colonnade has witnessed an increase
in the amount of work submitted to the magazine, the
staff will always be willing to consider an even greater
number of creative attempts. It is our aim to combine
student interests with literary interests and we will be
receptive to any criticisms which will further this aim.
Most important, the staff hopes that the magazine will
include a variety—both in form and content—of works,
and for this reason urges you to remember that the Colon-
nade is the student literary magazine and will publish
as many individual expressions as there are students
who think intelligently and creatively.
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SUNDAY RAIN
By Rebecca Wilburn
It was raining outside—a steady, pitter-patter that beat against the
screen wdth a chcking sound. He turned over slowly in bed and listened
to it silently. Drip, drip, drip. I'm glad there's no wind, he thought.
I like quiet rain. There had been wind a year and a half ago—wind
and thunder and lightning—and his mother had told him not to be
afraid, that the car was as safe as—But today was no time to think.
Today was the day.
He pushed back the cover and sat up. Where was everybody?
Usually, you could hear Cathy in the kitchen getting breakfast and Bert
griping about having to get up so early. And his father yelling at Cathy
where she put his clean shirts. He felt for his scuffs under the bed,
shpped them on, and opened the door. The house was dark. Nobody
was up? They haven't forgotten, have they?
"Hey, everybody! Get up! It's almost time to go."
There was no sound except a groan from Cathy's room. Then he
heard sounds of his father's getting up. He ran to the door of his
father's room and looked in.
"Gee, Dad. Good thing I woke up. What happened? Alarm clock
not go off?" Cathy had come up behind him, looking sleepy and ill-
humored. "You don't have to fix breakfast, Cathy. We can all just
eat cereal today. I'll go dish it out." He ran off to the kitchen.
"Dad?"
"Yes, Cathy?"
"You didn't tell him, did you?"
"Well—I just didn't think about it yesterday and then last night
he was in bed before I remembered it. I thought maybe he wouldn't
wake up early if no one else was up."
"Are you going to tell him now?"
"I guess I don't have too much choice."
"Oh, Dad. I don't want to be unkind or anything, but it's just not
fair making Bert and me go every Sunday to see her. I could be out
with the gang or doing homework and it would be different if we were
doing any good by our visits." By this time, Bert had come up behind
her and was listening intently.
"Dad, Cathy's right. How do you think I feel coming in every
week-end from college just so I can ride sixty miles to see someone who
doesn't even know who I am? I'm going to flunk out if this keeps up.
And I'm missing everything at school. I've only had two dates since
I've been there and they were on weeknights. And it's not fair to you
either. Dad. You're not an old man. Why should you tie yourself
down to a continued on page 26
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COAL TOWN
By Mary Ellen Munoz
The Colonnade is pleased to publish the following descriptive essay,
for the staff feels that such writing is creative and hopes it may inspire
other works of a similar form. Its author, Mrs. Mary Ellen Munoz,
is a day student living in Farmville.
Days are short in this town. The verdant hills, heavy with ageless
trees and clinging underbrush which bound the town on three sides,
make it impossible for the sun to warm the valley beneath them for
more than a few hours a day. Even at three o'clock in the afternoon,
the sun has gone far enough behind the hills so that only one end of the
valley is in sunhght, leaving the rest to borrow what warmth it can
from reflection and snatches of pale gold rays which manage to escape
the fingers of the clawing trees high overhead.
The whole valley may be seen by standing only a short distance
from the sununit of either of the hills, provided a spot can be found
where no trees grow and overhanging vines and leaves do not obstruct
the view. Seen from such a spot, the valley looks much like a play-
thing; the result of a child's imagination.
Down the center of the valley runs a narrow gray strip, a road
which seems to take its beginning from the roots of the hill at the far
end of the valley. Houses stand in orderly fashion on each side of the
road, each facing its neighbor on the opposite side. The backs of the
houses on one side are only a few feet from the base of the hill behind
them, the backs of those on the other side are separated from their hill
by a narrow, shallow, dirty creek which originates in the same hill from
which the road seems to take its beginning.
In the center, on the creek side of the valley are five other buildings,
only slightly larger than the houses. Arranged in this order from the
open end of the valley are the hotel, the Methodist Church, the general
store, a small theater, and then the school, a small four-room building
which must acconunodate seven grades.
The majority of the houses and buildings are brick. A few of them,
the first built when the valley was settled, are wooden. All of them
are gray, for their occupants have long since given up the impossible
task of keeping them in their former state of white and green and dull
red.
This is a coal town. The dust of four generations of mining these
very hills has left its mark upon everything. The winds sweeping down
from the hills at the closed end of the valley where the mines are lo-
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cated spread the black dust, and the train which runs in the hill on one
side of the valley spews its black waste onto everything below. Even
the people living here are gray—the men, with eyes rimmed with black
as if they used mascara, their fingernails permanently discolored with
evidence of their occupation, the women and children, gray with grime
which bathing never completely removes.
Victims of progress, the people, most of them knowing no other
trade, use the coal themselves in every possible way to provide a market
and increase the dwindling demand. They cook on coal stoves and heat
their homes with coal, afraid to use more modem gas or electricity lest
they be deprived of their livelihood. For these reasons, the whole valley
smells of coal. A bittersweet smell sharpened by the intense dampness
of the hills. Even the clear, cold water used in the homes smells and
tastes of coal.
The inhabitants of the town do not notice these things. Only visitors
here are aware of its strangeness, its personality. Only they are aware
of the things which set it apart from all other towns and make it what
it is, a coal town.
[ 7 ]
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Water on the Rock
"As water which is the most yielding element, can
dash against and wear away the most solid,
so does the action of inaction."
—The Tao Te Ching
NC
P
I O yielder,
On supple knees bent
Beneath the tree,
Avert from us this peril;.
Turn away the storm-cloud;
Dissuade
Angry men
Who would murder peace.
Pray for us.
[ 8 ]
II My love,
As she sits spinning,
Her hair as the silk,
Her mouth as a flower;
In stillness,
Her beauty rushes
Like a torrent
And crumbles like sand
My heart. V
y^
III A woman,
Wise in years,
Troubled not her husband
With words;
Her silence,
Her discretion.
Works upon his will
Like water
On the rock.
—Eleanor Kevan
J
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BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S:
A SEARCH FOR HOLIDAY GOLIGHTLY
By Becky Brehm
B:yeakfast at Tiffany's is one of the best examples of the talent ofTruman Capote, who is often called the South's most promising
young writer. It is the story of a search—a search for love, truth, and
other basic values that give meaning to hfe. It is also a story of a
search for self.
Holiday Golightly, the heroine of this book, is a truly impressive
character. Capote has put all of his devices to work in pointing out
for the reader Holly's true nature. Though she is certainly guilty of
all the sins that condemn a woman in the eyes of the world, Capote,
through the narrator's eyes, has placed her on a pedestal. She seems to
be the bravest, most honest, most loyal person in the book.
Using Holly Golightly as his heroine and central character. Capote
has written into this book also the story of a human's fight to be free
and to be an individual in a society in which individualism is quite
often looked down upon.
The first symbol of Holly's nonconformity is the card on her mail-
box which reads, "Miss Holiday Gohghtly, Traveling." As the reader
continues the book, he sees how significant that word "Traveling" really
is. Holly's address will be "Traveling" until she finds that person or
place where she belongs.
Holly's personal appearance is also symbolic of her nature. Every-
thing about her is a mixture of naturalness and artificiahty. As O. J.
Berman, the Hollywood agent, says, "She's a phony, but a real phony."
Her vari-colored hair was self-induced, but her eyes were vari-colored
naturally. When the narrator first sees Holly, he finds it impossible
to determine her age; she could be anywhere from sixteen to thirty.
This completes her anonymity. Nobody knows who she actually is,
where she came from, or who her family was, and if one came too close
to the truth by asking her questions. Holly would become pugnacious,
as if one were trespassing in her private world.
Holly's cat and Holly had parallel personalities. They even looked
like each other, or rather, to look at the cat's eyes and then to look at
Holly's eyes gave the narrator the same impression. Holly would not
give the cat a name, just as she, in a sense, had no real name. She felt
she had no right to name the cat because they did not belong to each
other. Holly said that they were both independents. They had just
picked each other up one day. One of the few times that Holly's re-
[10]
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serve broke completely down was the day when she was leaving the
country to avoid testifying against her friend, Sally Tomato. This was
the day that she dmnped the cat out in a strange neighborhood, utterly
on his own. Not until the cat was lost to her did she realize that they
did belong to each other. The fear suddenly struck her that this was
the way her hfe would be—never knowing what was hers until she had
thrown it away.
Holly's struggle was a struggle to belong. She would belong when
she found that person or place that gave her the quiet security that she
wanted and needed so badly. She did not know where this place would
be, but she did know the feeling it would inspire her in. It would give
her the same feehng that Tiffany's did. Just to look at the quietness
and proudness of Tiffany's made Holly feel as if nothing bad could
happen to her there. There, in one building, was tradition, security,
strength, and truth. Holly said that when a real-life place made her
feel like Tiffany's, she would buy some furniture and give the cat a
name.
The narrator of the story, like most of the other men in it, was in
love with Holly. Perhaps this was because of the mystery that sur-
rounded her, and also because of the fact that her soul, if not her body,
was imattainable. Fred, as Holly called the narrator, was in love with
her because she defied the things which he did not have the courage or
the desire to defy. The palatial bird-cage that Holly did not hke and
that he was so fond of is symbolic of this. To Fred, this luxurious cage
did not seem like a prison at all, while to Holly anything that kept the
occupant from escaping was a cage. This shows that the narrator did
not mind the laws of society which cause an individual to live in a cage,
so long as the cage is elegant. He was caged, and in his own way,
happy to be, while to Holly, anything binding her to a certain way of
life was unbearable.
Though Holly may have been unaware of it herself, her main desire
in hfe was to love someone who would love her in return. Someone
who would comfort her and in a way, depend on her! This was the
reason that her brother, Fred, was the only person that she had ever
loved completely, unreasonably, and without fear of her love being un-
requited. As she often said, he was the only one who had let her hug
him on a cold night without expecting something in return. Holly felt
that, with Fred, she could find somewhere to belong, and because he
was the only person who made her feel this way, she nearly went crazy
with grief at his death. Because she was the kind of person who kept
her true sorrows bottled inside her, she never mentioned his name
again. She also stopped calling the narrator Fred.
Holly enjoyed and used the fact that people thought she was brazen
continued on next page
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BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S (Continued from page 11)
and utterly without values. Really, she seemed disappointed if they
did not think so. When they did, she used the fact to her advantage.
She, herself, did not know what her values were, and anything that she
could not pin down, she preferred to ignore. It seems, though, that
Holly did have values. Holly hated Hars and whores—whores because
they had dishonest hearts. Holly had never had a lover that she did
not believe she loved. In her mind that fact separated her from women
who prostituted themselves for money. Another value of Holly's was
that she would not intentionally hurt a friend, and she would do any-
thing in the world to protect them if they needed protection. This was
shown when she defied the law and escaped to South America rather
than testify against her friend, Sally Tomato. Holly in everything she
did, was truthful and she did have an honest heart.
Most of the other characters in the story were rather immaterial to
the meaning in it. They were only used to bring out different aspects
of Holly's personality. Mag Wildwood was used to show that Holly
had a rather malicious streak in her; for example, the attention was
being drawn away from Holly by Mag at a party, so Holly implied that
Mag was "unclean." Mag immediately got the "cold-shoulder" and
the attention again focused on Holly. Holly's relationship with Rusty
Trawler lets the reader see her mercenary side. He lavished money
and gifts on her and she, in turn, tried to make herself believe she loved
him. Doc Golightly was Capote's shock character. It was a surprise
to everyone to discover that Holly had married at the age of fourteen,
and to a weather-beaten, work-torn, old man like Doc. Holly, however,
did love Doc, but it was more like the love for a father. He also made
her realize that she had not grown up in the years that she had been
away from her husband and "churren." She was still fom-teen year
old Lulamae—stealing things and running away from reality. She
could not grow up until she ceased to be a wild thing, until she ceased
to live in the sky away from reality.
Holly, at one time during the book, was content. That was the
period when she was in love with Jose. She truly loved him, and was
deeply hurt when she discovered that his love was not as she had
thought. This was probably the reason why Holly was like she was.
Everytime she thought she had, at last, found her place in life, she was
thwarted—examples of this were Fred's death, and Jose's refusal of her.
At the end of the novel. Holly has virtually disappeared. Did she,
Hke the cat she had cast away from her, discovering too late that they
had belonged to each other, find a home and a true name, or did she go
throughout her life never belonging anywhere or to anyone? The
reader is left to decide—did Holly find her Tiffany's?
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HOMO SAPIENS
Crawled the slimy unicellular
Upon the shore of predestined earth,
Basked in the sun of centuries,
Branched into seething masses.
Ascended to arboreaUty and down again,
Rose to walk uprightly,
Learned how to destroy his own
In the rationalization called War.
Reawakening
Still, death-still
Stagnant water:
Summer heat destroys
Rushing drives,
Leaving the crushed
Like sick animals
Under scrub-trees.
With dead eyes
I view the pack,
Hungry for one fresh,
For one young,
For one beautiful.
Come to me, into this
Nothingness; it cries
For occupation.
We thirst;
Comes the rain-cloud.
The pack, and I, apart,
Partake.
Jewelled rainbow;
My love, with sparkling heel,
Forth to my arms.
Your mouth is fresh as raindrops;
I drink.
—Eleanor Kevan
Vigil
By Becky Brehm
nphe thin, nervous, white fingers had begun to twitch again. Mrs.
Vonberry rose quickly from the chair where she had been sitting
watching Mattie slowly polish the silver and said, "Mattie, I do wish
you would try and hurry. What if Nancy did decide to come today
—
and I have a definite feeling that she will ... oh, Mattie, do hurry."
Mattie took advantage of her back being turned to raise the eyes up
toward the ceiling so that little more was visible other than the
jaundiced-looking whites of her eyes. "Miz Vonberr', yo done bin
lookin' fo' Nancy over Satiddy fo' three years now. Why yo' so sho'
she gonna cum terday?"
"Never mind, Mattie, it would probably be hard for you to under-
stand deep maternal ties." Mrs. Vonberry picked up some knitting,
reseated herself, and began to work busily.
As Mattie kept on polishing the scanty pieces of silver, she looked
at Mrs. Vonberry very critically. Mattie realized fully how very old
her employer looked. Her clothes, though clean and well-kept, showed
evidence of a great deal of wear. To most people she seemed to be only
fragile, but Mattie diagnosed it more correctly as malnutrition. Mattie
noticed also the nervous twitching of Mrs. Vonberry's hands which she
rather desperately tried to control as she knitted.
Mattie Stokes was sixty-seven years old and probably the best
authority on every bit of gossip about every family, both white and
Negro, in Sanderson. She hved intimately with the Negroes and worked
for the white people, and there was nothing that Mattie liked better
than talking, whether it be her own woes, the latest indiscreet preg-
nancy, or "who bin runnin' wdd who" lately. There was only one sub-
ject about which Mattie would not talk, and that was Mrs. Vonberry
and her daughter Nancy.
When people had asked Mattie how Mrs. Vonberry had managed
to keep Nancy in that expensive private school up North, Mattie, for a
change, would become evasive and reply that maybe Mr. Vonberry
had left her better off than anyone thought.
"She manages to pay mah wages, don' she, and thass mo'n ah kin
say fo' sum folks." Mattie would say, looking slyly at some employer
who may owe her for three weeks work.
Mattie would never add that Mrs. Vonberry still paid her seventy-
five cents a day just as she had done twenty years before, and that she
was not even aware that Mattie now charged everyone else five dollars
a day. Neither did she mention that through the years, Mrs. Vonberry's
continued on next page
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VIGIL (Continued from page 15)
expensive heirlooms
—
jewelry, furniture, everything—had mysteriously
disappeared.
Mattie could not have explained this kinship she felt with Mrs.
Vonberry even if her limited vocabulary had allowed for it. All she
knew was that Mrs. Vonberry made her feel like a lucky person. There
were the times when Mattie would complain about Jake, her husband,
"runnin' wid sum loose black woman" and her daughter 'Lizabet
"bringin' home that black baby that hain't got no pappy," and Mrs.
Vonberry would say, "Mattie, I really don't think it would have been
that way if you had tried to give 'Lizabet a better education. Children
need opportunities and advantages, and sacrifices are almost always re-
paid with blessings. Look at me, for example."
At this, Mattie would turn her head and her chocolate-colored eyes
would fill with tears, for some reason quite unknown to her.
Mrs. Vonberry suddenly looked up from her knitting and said
rather wistfully, "Mattie, how is Jake?"
Mattie, surprised, answered, "O.K., ah gess. He ain't bin home fo'
nigh on to three days now. Out pulHng a binge, ah reckon."
"You know, Mattie," Mrs. Vonberry went on, as if she had not even
heard her answer, "no one could understand why I married Joe. He
certainly wasn't rich or handsome—but he was good and kind. Some
. . .
sometimes I wake up in the night and I ... I reach over to touch
him ... I guess maybe he misses me too. Those two years were so
wonderful, Mattie. It isn't as if I were alone, though. Nancy would
have me to Hve with them in a minute, if I just would, but vnth the
children I know I'd be crowding them. Why, it was just last Christmas
that I got the most beautiful Christmas card from them with fanciest
gold printing that said, 'Best Wishes for a Joyous Christmas from Mr.
continued on page 27
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hiunan mind cannot be enshrined
in a person, who sJiall set a barrier on
any side to this unbounded, unbound-
able empire . . .

mm:^m 0'
i
'^H^^B^^K'
It is one central fire.
It is one light which beams out of a thousand stars
It is one soul
which animates
all men.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY THE CAMERA ARTII
The Missionary
By LaVerne Collier
"/^kay, Emily Dickinson, stay in your room" Cathy snorted at Julie.
^-^Then she slammed the door like an exclamation point to her
statement.
Julie sat placidly at her desk, dawdling with a piece of paper.
Suddenly, she ripped it as if she were making the proper retort to
Cathy. But Cathy was gone and all she could do was stare at the in-
decisive neutral color of the wall opposite her. She realized that she
had often stuck stubbornly within the area of the room as if it were the
last frontier of a high civilization that needed to be protected from
invading savages.
Staying in the room reminded her again of Cathy's remark. She
uncomfortably compared herself to the poet. She twisted in her seat
because she felt as if the image of Emily Dickinson were being physi-
cally superimposed on her, and she wanted to throw off the clammy
reincarnation. For company, she did not want the phantom woman of
renunciation whose only anecdotes would be of maidenly skirmishes
with willful words.
Hearing the dots and dashes of the sounds of assorted feet in some
unknown code outside, she considered getting up and going out, but she
remained in her humiliation, imagining what she could have said to
Cathy. She knew that her humiliation was not the pliable, peaceful
resignation but a severely contained defiance that created a bitter,
metallic feeling in her.
But yesterday was different. Cathy's words had made her feel as
if spring-tender, endlessly grov^ng tendrils were sprouting along her
veins. There was the nudge of hard buds of pleasixre bruising her
consciousness at the end of their growth through her veins while she
listened to Cathy.
"Hey, Julie. Want to meet someone named Sean? High poetry
and romance in that name, huh? He may be pretty interesting. Any-
way, John is bringing him along so don't ignore him. And be around
about three, will you? I want John to see that I have a real, honest-to-
God roommate, not a spectre who always slips quietly by him before I
can introduce you."
She overlooked Cathy's sUghtly edged last remark, blurring every-
thing around her except the name, Sean, Sean. Yes, there was a soft-
ness with earth odor and GaeUc green in the sound of it, she decided.
His mother must have had a drop of poetry in her, so he might not be
continued on next page
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THE MISSIONARY (Continued from page 21)
too bad, she reasoned further. The atmosphere of the room became as
warm and liquidly vibrant to her as if seen by Van Gogh.
Now, the room had again resumed a Gothic solemnity. Around her
bed, she noted the select group of objects that contrasted sharply with
Cathy's assorted, feminine college-girl decorations. She was aware of
the beginning of self-assurance in her, seeing that the starkness of her
objects dominated the room. The clean-lined ceramics asserted them-
selves near the books with bold, eye-jarring covers. These things ap-
peared to hold their places with such a Tightness and definiteness, she
decided that they were like the artfully correct symbolic details in
religious paintings.
From her chair, she could see herself, immobile and unsmiling, in
Cathy's mirror. Extending her comparisons, she saw similarities with
those long-faced German Virgins in an annunciation scene, surrounded
by their symbolic objects. Amused by her humorless reflection and
lofty comparisons, she laughed, half bitterly and half exultantly, exhal-
ing deeply until she struck some place of decision within her. She
laughed again, enjoying the tumble of sound through the room.
Cathy rushed in, startling both of them. She stared at Julie and
said, "Hey, What's funny? God, you change mood weirdly. I leave
you moping and thinking about heaven or hell knows what. Now,
you're sitting here laughing to yourself. How about at least sharing
the big joke, hmm?"
Cathy's voice no longer sounded like the voice of damnation even
if still a little querulous. Julie relaxed, smiled and said, "The big joke?
Just laughing at German Virgins."
"I suppose I should ask why the nationality distinction," Cathy re-
plied, still mystified but bemused.
They stared at each other in a good humored way as if they had
always been long standing friends understanding some private hne that
they had often laughed over.
Cathy looked down first, and bounced onto her bed. She swung a
letter up abruptly, and said in a clear upheat timbre, "Say, I got a letter
from John today. He even writes when he knows that he'll see me.
Isn't he sweet? Mind if I read the letter?"
Yes, I do mind, Julie thought silently. She was tired of hearing
him cast as the leading player in most of Cathy's productions. She did
not think that she actually disliked him. His name, however, was a
piece of everyday conversation and dull as a washday to her. She
wanted no part of the common. While Cathy read her very earthly
letter from John, Julie looked intensely at the mesh of lines in one of
her prints as if she were trying to find a roadmap to heaven there.
[22]
Unaware, Cathy continued her monologue, and Julie clenched her teeth,
feeling every word to be a blasphemy.
Cathy moved from her bed to the closet impetuously and nimbly.
Her movement caused Juhe to turn back toward her desk with rumpled
sensations again. The force of Cathy's voice was difficult to ignore.
She burbled on, assured of her role. "Julie, I can't wear this. It's
too long, don't you think? I don't want to go with Louise and Charlie,
either. They're all right, I guess, but ... I mean you really can't
have God, I'm tired of writing lit papers, how can you stand it?
Maybe I'll have time to take up the skirt. John likes it; he thinks it's
sexy. I wonder what Louise will wear? Hey, where's my raincoat?
Have you seen it? Julie . . . JULIE! I'll swear, I don't know why I
bother asking you; you're never listening."
JuHe sensed a torpor spreading through her body. She turned, drily
measuring out each word as she spoke, "I don't know." She did not
look at Cathy when she said this. Instead, she watched the steady
hyphens of rain outside, hoping that the tight moment would pass.
Cathy shut the closet door and walked away in accented steps of
anger. "Julie, really. When you get in from the planet that you're
now on, let me know. Right now, I'm going shopping with Joanna.
Goodbye, and if it's not a strain, try to remember where my raincoat is
and recall the existence of the human race before you meet John's
friend this afternoon."
continued on page 28
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Request The Honor
By Evelyn Gray
Melissa sat alone, bent forward over the Jaguar's steering wheel and
squinted at the approaching headlights. She cursed silently to herself
and looked at her watch for the fifth time in the last ten minutes.
"Oh, Lord," she finally uttered, crushing the cigarette butt in the
ash tray and picking up the leather gloves that lay beside her. She
pulled the collar of her fur coat up around her neck and jerked the
handle of the door up.
Her heels clicked on the damp pavement as her feet moved on
—
walking, walking east—down the sidewalk. Looking up at the build-
ings on her left, she shuddered. They were gray and as hard looking
as the concrete beneath her feet. Their roofs were hardly visible
through the foggy mist which was rapidly closing in on her. She quick-
ened her pace and pulled the coat tighter about her shivering body.
Three blocks further on Melissa turned left and made her way up
a narrow alley. She stopped in front of a basement entrance and
heaved a disgusted sigh before beating on the door with her fist.
"Oh, for God's sake," she whispered. There was no sound from
within. After a moment she raised her arm and moved her hand over
the ledge above the door. The little black key was there, and Melissa
rammed it into the lock and turned it.
Famihar as it had become, the odor which permeated from the room
behind this door never failed to make her nostrils quiver. The smells
of oil paints, turpentine, and coffee were forever blended in this room,
and Mehssa closed her eyes for a second before swinging the door back
on its hinges.
There he sat—in the comer, behind the easel. A light glared down
on his head, and he was staring at the canvas before him. She wanted
to jerk the chain on that light bulb over his head and turn that mietal
box of tubes upside down. She looked at him and shut the door. She
put her coat and gloves in the chair and walked over to the hot plate
on the table, which was pushed up against the wall on the other side
of the room. She filled a chipped porcelain cup with the thick coffee
and reached for the bottle on the table next to her. It was ahnost
empty, and she finished the job by pouring the remaining drops of
brandy into the half-filled cup. She took a long swallow and shivered
as the bitter warmth swelled in her throat. She turned again to the
figure in the comer.
"Arvid," she spoke. There was no answer. The man was still
staring at the canvas and holding the brush in his hand. "Arvid, for
the love of heaven, do you know what you've done for the last time!"
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She raised the cup to her mouth and took another swallow. "The last
time, Arvid," her voice soared until she was shouting. The man finally
leaned back in his chair and closed his eyes.
"Mel, is that you?"
She slammed the cup on the table and drops of ebony Hquid spewed
over the unfinished table top. "It must be," he said and yawned. "It
must be, my angry Mel. Mel, I'm so tired, so tired." He sounded as
if he were in another world. She walked over and stood behind him.
His head dropped forward. She placed her hands on his shoulders
and dug her thumbs into the base of his neck. His muscles were tight,
and she realized he'd been sitting there since early in the afternoon.
It was ten o'clock at night now. She didn't dare to look at the canvas;
she didn't even want to. She just stood there and rotated her fingers.
He stretched his arms up and then let them fall. His head rested on
his knees, and he dropped the brush to the floor.
"Arvid," the girl shook him. "Arvid, wake up; or, for the love of
heaven, get in bed."
"I'm not asleep. What time is it, Mel?" He sat up and watched
her cross the room and sit down on the beaten-up couch.
continue3 on page 30
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SUNDAY RAIN (Continued from page 5)
"Breakfast's ready!" He stopped. "What's wrong with everybody?
We're going to be late if you don't hurry."
Cathy walked off with a parting, pleading glance at her father.
Bert turned and walked back into his bedroom.
"Son, I want to talk to you."
"What's the matter with all of you today? Aren't we going?"
"That's what I want to talk to you about. We're not going today
—
or any other day."
"What?" he asked incredulously.
"I hate to break it to you like this, Son, but we're not going to see
your mother any more. Now, wait, let me finish. When we were
there last week-end, the doctor had a little talk with me. He said that
your mother will never get any better. She'll never be able to speak
or lead any kind of normal life. So, we're not helping her any by
going. It would be different if we were, or if there were some hope
she would ever get better. And, too, this driving up there every week-
end isn't fair to Cathy and Bert. They deserve to have some fun. Cathy
has a lot of responsibility running the house and she deserves the week-
end. And Bert needs his week-ends at college. Now, let me finish. I
know you and your mother were very close and you loved her very
much. Bert and Cathy and I loved her too. Maybe you love her even
more because you were with her that night. But, she's dead. Son. No,
she's not buried in a coffin in the earth, but she's dead to us and the
rest of the world. Her body is alive, but her mind is dead. But, we're
alive and we owe it to her to live instead of burying ourselves in her
'death.' Do you understand. Son?"
The tears had started; the eyes blazed. "The only thing I under-
stand is that we're leaving her. It's not fair! I hate you, I hate you!"
He turned and ran into his room.
"Breakfast is served, gentlemen—where is he?"
"In his room."
"Did you tell him?"
"Yes."
"And?"
"He's in his room."
"I'll go have a talk with him. Dad.—Dad, he's locked his door and
won't let me in!"
"Just leave him alone. Come on, Bert, let's eat breakfast." They
went into the kitchen and sat down around the table.
"Oh, he'll get over it, Dad."
"Sure, Dad."
"We all do," answered their father. "Look, the rain's stopped."
The sunhght streamed through the wdndow.
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VIGIL (Ck)ntinued from page 16)
and Mrs. A. H. Johnson and family.' I would like to go and visit for
a while though—and see my grandchildren. But I'm sure Nancy will
be coming for a visit any time now.
Mattie, you may go any time you choose. I'm going out and pick
some flowers. They make the house so bright and cheerful."
When Mrs. Vonberry walked out into the garden sunshine, she saw
a full-grown bird lying down on the grass. As she looked closer she saw
that it was the robin that had lost its mate early in the spring, and had
worked so hard to feed her young. Mrs. Vonberry had tried to help
by throwing crumbs out on the yard. She noticed the young robins,
now able to take care of themselves, flying busily from tree to tree,
singing cheerfully.
"The poor thing," thought Mrs. Vonberry, "nature is so cruel, but
then, I guess one can't expect animals to have human feehngs."
Mrs. Vonberry picked the flowers and walked back toward the
house. As she crossed the doorstep, she suddenly smiled.
"I know what I'll do," she said. "I'll get up tomorrow and change
the furniture around in Nancy's room. She'll be so surprised and
happy when she comes home and sees everything looking new and
different. I'd better get up early and get it done though. She may
come tomorrow."
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THE MISSIONARY (Continued from page 23)
Julie picked up one of her books, opened it and moved her fingers
over the print as if trying to feel the word shapes. She had wished to
find a sensuous pleasure in the touch of the glossy page and the rich
words of Keats in her mind. Yet, she found nothing resembling pleas-
ure. She threw the book on the bed and sat with her old humiliation.
Her seK accusation was reduced this time. Still, she did not dislike
Cathy because there was no actual injustice from her.
Thoughts of a personal reformation occurred to her, so she went to
the closet to find a skirt for the afternoon meeting. She fingered a
heavy tweed, then moved to a Hghter neutral wool. She could not
decide and sensed a familiar dread. Closing the closet door, she reflect-
ed that she was not in the right mood to meet John's friend. Later,
when it was spring, it would be better.
It could be wonderful then, she imagined. She and Sean would get
together, maybe find things in common. Then, they would clap their
hands together like two witches agreeing over an especially wicked
brew, doubled and stirred with rosemary, sassafras and thyme in a
musky, dusk-dew. Images gathered in her mind like ghosts insisting
on their own seance.
She walked to the window in a fling of excitement, opening the
window and putting her hand into the rain. She kept thinking thyme,
thyme, loving the sound and reverberations it made in her head. The
odor of wet grass came up to her with a heady, herbaceous smell.
Rummaging through her ideas, she saw the wet grass as the fragrant
green beards of lost souls in the earth. Here, she decided, was salvation
for Julie Gable.
Looking up from the grass, she could see skiens of college girls in-
terweaving, going and pushing in all directions. The excitement that
she had a moment before diminished when she looked at them. They
were laughing, arguing, shifting books, reading letters, shouting to other
girls in the dorm windows, and getting in and out of cars. The flux of
them seemed never to stop. They fitted no design or pattern. She
wanted to connect them with her former moments of euphoria, but she
could not.
Turning away to look at her room again, she considered writing.
She only looked at the paper on her desk. Its very whiteness made her
words seem inadequate when she formed them in her mind. Her
emotions were stillborn, and she did not move toward the desk to erase
them. Instead, she continued to stand at the vrnidow as if waiting
for a message.
She gazed at a large, leafy bush which had become electrically green
in the rain. The leaves were so elephant-eared and startlingly brilKant
that she saw it as perfect for the decorative scheme of Rousseau. Among
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the leaves, she could imagine dark children dressed in uninhibited
colors. The possible names for the colors came to her tongue with a
deliciousness like the flow of saliva from a starving man having food
fantasies. The colors would be the red, magenta and orange of hibiscus
blood, melon's heart and wild-lily's skin. Her mind opened panorami-
cally and there was a jungle jammed with mystinous syllables, shckly
moving children with easy hearts. Tears pushed at her eyes as she felt
love. For a moment, she wanted to go out and throw her arms around
all humanity. Yes, she thought, I could be a female Schweitzer.
The moment passed and she recovered, realizing that she was not
particularly religious. Anyhow, she knew that the reality would be
sweat, heat and disgust.
She studied herself and sighed, remembering that Cathy and Joanna
would soon return. No doubt, they would be raving about something
that they had seen which was absolutely marvelous. She did not know
where Cathy's raincoat was, nor did she give a damn. She had nothing
to tell her. No damnation, spirit, word to bring fleshed, or comfort to
the flesh.
She turned and walked back to her desk, tentatively selecting a
pencil. Perhaps there were still worthy words to tell someone some-
thing.
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REQUEST THE HONOR (Continued from page 25) . .- .. ! o
"Ten o'clock at night, Arvid, ten o'clock at night."
"I've been painting," he said absently, still in a daze. "I've been
painting all day—all day; I'm tired, Mel; I need a drink." She looked
at him: a wretched sight, dirty, disheveled.
"Damn you," she said evenly. "Damn every bone in your body."
"Okay, damn me." He was staring forlornly into space now and
holding the empty bottle. "Damn everything; nothing left, all gone,
no spirits, Mel. My God, I'm tired." He collapsed on the couch and
rested his head in her lap. She wanted to pluck his eyes out; she hated
him. She couldn't believe this had happened—tonight—not tonight.
Mehssa tried to get up.
"I'm leaving, Arvid, good bye."
He grasped her arm. "Mel, no, you just came. What's wrong?
Mel—what the hell is wrong?" She had wrenched away from him
and was on her feet.
"You!"
"Mel, what have I done now?" His tone was bored again.
"You haven't done anything, nothing, not a thing, not anything,
have you done." She was shaking now and she drew the fur around
her. "Not a thing, not one thing, not one blasted thing," she kept
repeating and lifting her head higher as she uttered each sound. Her
voice was trembling. Arvid stood up and walked over to her.
"Your fur coat," he murmured, caressing the sleeve with his hand.
"I forgot; I forgot a big party, didn't I, Mel? Didn't I?" His head
was close to hers now, and he leaned over and kissed her neck. Her
knees gave a little and she pulled away.
"Mel, I'm sorry. God knows you must hate me. Every time I do
it, don't I? Every day, every time. Mel—I just can't Uve on a social
schedule. We talked about it. Darling—I love you, but I can't. We
talked—I remember
—
you said there would be no more. Mel, I can't
even meet your parents; I'm not you. Look at you—fur coat, kid gloves.
HeU is the word; for you, Mel, for you—I'm heU." He stood there
twisting his hands and looking at her. His words rambled and crossed
as they always did. "I'm preoccupied; I'm an artist. NO! NO! I'm
not an artist; I'm damned crumy, but I paint. I'm a painter. Damn
right! You're a lady, Mel, a debutante from—
"
"Stop it, Arvid; stop it; just stop everything. Forget it; forget it;
forget it!"
"I'm sorry about the party, Melissa. You love me; you understand.
Why do we fight hke this? Every time it's the same old thing. You
—
Miss Money Bucket, Miss Society; me—a bum, a painter, lady's lover,
lady's lover," he repeated over and over.
"Oh, Arvid," her voice weakened now, and she sat down in defeat.
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She sat there on the couch for a long while with her head lowered, and
a few tears slid from her eyes. A lady—a social debutant—Mehssa
Lynne Carthwright—Grover Hill Estates—daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
Maximillian Walter Carthwright. Mr. and Mrs. Maximilhan Walter
Carthwright request the honor—blessed words, so blessed. Arvid, Arvid
Klein, from Greenwich, painter, Bohemian, bum. Her brain was numb,
and her head tmned. "Arvid," she spoke. "Arvid," the girl slowly
raised her head.
She saw the bright light blaring down on his head. He was stand-
ing there with the brush in his hand, staring at the canvas. He put
the brush to the palette beside him and began to paint. "Arvid," she
stood up and wavered. He didn't speak or look at her. "You don't hear
me, do you, Arvid Klein, artist, Bohemian, bu—" she broke off and
reached into her coat pocket, drawing out a crumpled piece of paper
and unfolding it. "Good bye, Arvid." She hesitated only a second,
"for always."
Later that night Arvid Klein finished his painting and found his
way to the couch again. He remembered vaguely that Mel had been
there. He would call her tomorrow and show her the painting. She
wouldn't understand it, but she'd like it, because she loved him, and
she was a lady. When he stretched his hand across the patched sofa
covering, he felt a piece of paper there. He picked it up and stared at
it for a moment. Then he remembered the night before, or was it two
nights before? His face was blank for a moment, and then he saw
Mehssa's face and heard her laugh as she scribbled.
"We'll even make it formal," she had said and had tossed the piece
of paper to him. They had both laughed. It would be formal.
"Tonight," he murmured, "tonight or never, it was to have been
tonight. 'This is the last time. Do you know what you've done for the
last time?' " He could hear the words now that had passed his ears
before. "Tonight, nine o'clock—nine, tonight." It was twelve-thirty
now. He closed his eyes and winced and looked at the paper again.
"We'll make it formal," she had said. His eyes followed each letter
on the wrinkled page:
"Mr. and Mrs. Maximilhan Walter Carthwright
request the honor of your presence
at the marriage , . .
"Nine o'clock," he whispered, "nine tonight or never—never." The
words danced before him as he went back to his painting: "Request the
honor—now—now or never—request the honor, request the honor,
request the honor."
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£ first discovered The Reader's Disgust nearly ten years ago during my
days in exile from the outraged students who witnessed my final examina-
tions. What a pleasant relief after heavy historical documents or even more
confusing college catalogues to pick up a copy of The Reader's Disgust ! I
still read it in both the modern and colonial-English editions.
This magazine often contains articles of great practical usefulness. For
instance, I remember a good piece of writing I once read on the subject of
the proper technique for keeping students awake during early morning classes.
Soon after that appeared, my joke-every-fifteen-minutes-plus-a-shout-each-
half-hour program was initiated, leading to lively classes.
This event illustrates the fact that, among the many publications from all
over the world to which I subscribe, I'he Reader's Disgust performs an
especially useful function : it affords wide and non-technical coverages of such
fields as student psychology and other topics of little interest.
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A telephone visit (collect) can make you (but not the people you call)
warm all over. Jules Feffer's Birthday, Ground Hog Day, Thursday
—
any old day, j^our call will not be welcome. But isn't it a good joke?
Enemies? Call them collect. Right now.
DING DONG TELEPHONE
COMPANY
Call by phone. It's thrice as fast.
Personal Glimpses
Sports car racing enthusiast, Hun-
ter Ballew, has, in the past, uninten-
tionally given wonderful publicity to
various car manufacture. Not long
ago Ballew purchased a Corvette, and
it soon became the most popular car
on the road. Tired of being imitated,
Ballew sold his Corvette and secretly
purchased a new vehicle. Detroit is
now furious, and the American Eagle
bicycle company is enjoying its big-
gest boom since the invesntio,n of the
Model T.
In his college days, pugilist and
welter-weight champion Bob Merrit
actually considered a career of teach-
ing college biology. One night while
sitting in a bar near Maumee Univer-
sity's campus in Longisland, Austra-
lia, he became engaged in a heated
conversation with an elderly gentle-
man sitting on the stool next to him.
Merrit insisted that he could lick any
man in the bar. Since the elderly
gentleman was the o>nly man in the
bar, Merrit's persistence soon led to
an invitation "to step out into the
street." Several minutes later Alerrit
awoke to find the elderly gentleman
brushing off his hat. When, through
broken teeth Merrit queried the man
as to his identity, the victor replied,
"My name is Dr. Jeffers." Imagine
Bob Merrit's surprise when he learn-
ed that this powerful man was head
of Maumee's science department!
Tenement magnate, J. Spear, gain-
ed her business experience by serving
as Assistant Dean for a small Vir-
ginia girl's college. One of her duties
was to handle all room assignments.
It was in 1965 that Miss Spear learn-
ed that with proper cajoling people
will accept any form of shelter. She
simply told the complainers, "If you
don't like living in the laundry, din-
ing hall, or swimming pool, you can
go to Radford."
World-traveler Mary P. Nichols,
author of such interesting works as
OUT OF AFRICA, ENGLAND
IN DECEMBER, FRANCE DUR-
ING THE GRAPE HARVEST,
ect., tells the following amusing anec-
dote about herself. "When I was
married to my fourth husband Wil-
liam and engaged to my sixth huppy,
Raoul, the Count of Wessex was
chasing me all over the continent.
Was he ever shocked to learn that by
my second marriage I was his step-
mother and by my present marriage
I was his sister. Not only that, but
we'd both forgotten that he was my
first husband.
PERSONAL GLIMPSES
Our ex-ambassador to Cuba, Sir
James-Helms, attributes his successful
career to the influence of one man,
Dr. F. Lankford. Sir James-Helms
had always found difficulty in address-
ing a large group. Finding words to
say was not his problem: James-
Helms, however, found difficulty in
thinking of an appropriate introduc-
tory statement. Lankford gave him
that clause by which we now rec-
ognize the ex-ambassador: "I would
just like to say a few words today
before we go on with the program."
Duncan Hines has awarded the
proprietor of a small night club in
Farmville, Virginia, his highest award
for culinary achievement. "When
Mr. Clark served me those delicious
corn fritters, with that superb bar-
becue, the taste-tingling citrus cup,
and the exquisite jelly roll for desert,
I was completely charmed. That
meal certainly had ^'je ne sais quoi."
Leading Conductor John Molnar's
chief problem with education arose
when he was first introduced to the
conductor's baton. After learning the
history, purpose, and use of the baton,
Alolnar had only one question:
"Which end is which?" Before a
recent concert at Carnegie Hall Mol-
nar was asked by Eugene Ormandy,
struggling young musician, how he
had overcome his dilemma. "Well,"
said Molnar, putting down his ticket
punch, . . .
7 he newest light in the field of
biographical fiction, is F. B. Simkins,
whose latest work ABRAHAM LIN-
COLN: THE GREAT EMANCI-
PATOR is number one on the best
seller list. Dr. Simkins was challenged
recently by a punk reporter in a press
conference. When the reporter asked
Simkins if there was any truth in the
rumor that the South would rise
again, the eminent author replied,
"You're -*#oe*'2e*?# right it will!"
Could You Use an Extra $100 or More Next Monthl
Who couldn't! But without leaving your dorm, in your spare time,
you can earn $100 or more every month. The Reader's Disgust needs
more Official Campus Representives to accept and send in subscriptions
from every locality.
No experience is required. And you don't have to leave your dorm
—
in fact, many students with unlimited cuts handle everything from
their bedside. You simply mail out, to folks in your own town, at-
tractive little notices we supply you free of charge. This is just one way
to get orders—we'll tell you others just as easy. Interested? Then
see coupon in next issue.
J^cw Light on jMononiictcodid
Recent medical research reveals that much of our
information has been based on old student's tales
—and that many of our fears are groundles.
Condensed from Two Pages to One
by U. C. Allgood
When the doctor first told Illie
Downe* that she had mononucleosis,
she went into hysterics and had to be
given a hypo to calm her. This was
after they had caught her on the fire
escape outside of Dean Boss' office.
It is reported that she had rumaged
through his office turning over the
neat desks, the well kept files, and
had rolled up the green wall-to-wall,
two inch carpet.
We may think that this is very
radical behavior, but Illie had heard
many things concerning this dreaded
disease.
She had been told that one of the
first symptoms of this disease was a
slight cold which is characterized by
obnoxious snifflings, excessive, chro-
nological Sneezing, and hacking coughs
that serve as an instrument to interupt
classes, infuriate professors, and fail
a course. These things may be true,
but Illie hadn't been told the most
recent discovery made by our diligent
Intra - Mural Biological Research
Staff. This organization is a group
of young scientists who work relent-
lessly into the late hours of the night
in pursuit of new knowledge. They
report as follofs: "We find that a
*A freshman at Longvvood College, an
exclusive girl's school in the South, noted
for its friendliness toward teachers; she
is also a good friend of Modine Gunch.
sneeze containing the dreaded mom-
onucleosis germ need no longer be
feared. It is time to forget your fear
and put your germs to work. Here
is our report."
( 1 ) A sneeze at the right time on a
date at close range toward the
opposite party can prevent a
diseased victim from getting into
an embarrassing predicament.
1 his is especially useful on a
blind date.
(2) A cough at the appropriate time
can shut other mouths (perhaps
that one belonging to your room-
mate, if she be doubling with
you and yours) and prevent a
well told lie from being exposed.
(3) Actual sniffing when opposite
party thinks it is from tears, can
get one what one desires.
(4) Enough sniffing, coughing, and
whefing, etc., on a date can give
the opposite party the germ also.
This is especially nice if you find
you abhor the opposite party.
(5) The same procedure of sniffing,
coughing and whezing, etc. may
be followed if one finds the op-
posite party particularly appeal-
ing. Just think—now you will
have something in common.
(Here ends the first report)
Now let us return to the patient.
(further condensed on page 22)

She hadn't had much of a jungle
education, but she possessed two of
the most important things a girl can
have. A Reader's Disgust $25,000
"First Person" Award.
"I Escaped From
the Peace Corps"
By Kathleen Shriver
In the Usi-Usi jungle there is a
story that is often related about a
young white girl lost on her father's
expedition. Members of the group
believe that she wandered from the
path into the thicket searching for
her hound dog Pooch. The animal
had run in pursuit of a monkey. Af-
ter many weeks had elapsed, the
search for the missing girl was dis-
continued.
Several years later, natives in the
region reported having seen a white
girl swing through the trees carrying
a dog by its tail. No one had any
explanation for the reoccurring scene
except to place the blame on the white
7 ESCAPED FROM THE PEACE CORPS"
girl reported missing on the expedi-
tion.
When the Tree Girl and Pooch
began entering the local villages, scar-
ing the native children, the aborigines
of the land set out with their weapons
to destroy the girl and her canine
friend. However, the pair of invaders
always escaped to continue their har-
assing.
At the present time, I was stationed
at one of the villages in the Peace
Corps service. I was the only white
woman within 500 miles. Daily I
would watch the hunting parties
leave determined to bring in "Tree
Girl that swing in tree with monkey"
and "ugly dog what look like evil
spirit." Each day my fear increased
that the party would return success-
fully.
Did I believe that there actually
existed such a pair? Of course, I
did. To my way of thinking, there
was no reason to disbelieve; I'm gul-
lible and I love fairytales.
News spreads fast in the jungle.
By whatever means it went, bongos
or tree vine, the story of failure to
bring in a mysterious white girl soon
reached my headquarters. Almost im-
mediately word came to the village
where I was stationed that my orders
were to look into the situation and
send a report.
Ten minutes after receiving the in-
structions, I employed bearers and
Kathleen Shriver, daughter of Sgt.
Shriver, is now engaged in experimen-
tal work in the establishment of a
monkey Peace Corps.
plunged into the jungle. I didn't
have the vaguest idea where to find
the girl. As a matter of reason, 1
decided to continue traveling until the
Tree Girl appeared.
Insects crawling up my legs added
to the discomfort caused by the sweat-
ing air. By means of my heavy boots,
large tropical ants, Tarantula spiders
and flies borrowed a free ride through
the underbrush. Red scratches began
to appear on my appendages. My
limbs became weary with the constant
struggling to penetrate the trail. The
march proved a difficult one before
we fi,nally came in sight of the girl.
When a loud howl came from
above us, my party stopped still on
the trail. Glancing up, I saw a girl
dressed in "nothing but her own"
hanging by a big toe in a high tree.
Clutched in her hand was a dog's
tail. There was no mistaking that a
dog was attached to the opposite end
of that tail.
When the pair swung down from
their perch, they came nearer my
small group. They approached cau-
tiously with looks of wonder. Des-
pite the fact that we didn't bear arm«,
they did not trust our company; they
had been goosed by too many arrows,
sling shots, and pea shooters.
The main attraction in our party
appeared to be me. For what reason?
I was a white girl. In most cases, I
was like the Tree Girl herself ; pale
skin, frowzy hair, and staring eyes.
And then there was my bubble
gum. I could see the girl's saliva be-
ginning to appear: she was tasting
that chewing gum flavor in her mind.
(further condensed on page 10)
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As a peace offering I opened my
mouth, took the gum out and held
it for the girl. She dashed toward
me and snatched the wet delicacy aut
of my hand. As she put in her own
mouth, she grabbed Pooch by his tail
and headed for the nearest tree.
Before they could be stopped, the
pair was swinging from limb to limb.
I turned my group around and headed
home. A report was sent to head-
quarters that night confirming the
story of a wild girl and a hound.
An answer soon came. I was to
once again enter the jungle. The or-
ders were to find the young girl and
and use my influence in an attempt
to lure her back to civilization. Her
father was coming to the Usi-Usi
shortly ... I was pressed for time.
Armed with a gross of packaged
bubble gum and a box of dog biscuits,
I re-entered the mighty jungle where
the lion sleeps every night. Tramp-
ing through the underbrush, I con-
tinually snapped my gum. Since she
had developed the keen sense of hear-
ing of a wild creature, the Tree Girl
would be able to hear the crackling
gum and come to the sound. My
jaws were tiring fast when a loud
"Uga-Uga-Uga!" pierced the air.
The wild girl and her hound drop-
ped down before us. Cautiously she
peered at the native bearers and my-
self. At length she stepped forward
and looked eagerly at my masticating
jaws.
I didn't dare give her the gum
until I had her secured. We didn't
want her to again escape. Taking
the gum from my mouth and the un-
wrapped bubble gum and the dog
biscuits from my knapsack, I attemp-
ted to bring about a trade. By means
of sign language, I tried to bargain
with the girl; the supply of gum and
biscuits if the two would go back
with me.
For what seemed like an endless
time, the girl turned the matter over
in her mind. After many longing
looks at the gum and much pondering,
it happened
!
Without warning I found myself
being flung over a shoulder. The
Tree Girl also snatched up the good-
ies and Pooch as she headed for the
nearest tree. The bearers all yelled,
"Ogi-gosh!" and fled.
In a flash, I discovered that I was
swinging from tree to tree like Tar-
zan's captive love.
After a short while, the girl stopped
and I saw that we were in a type of
shelter. Around us were hundreds of
monkeys. I started to run but soon
made a startling discovery—I couldn't
play the 7"arzan-and-the-tree-vine bit.
With a sigh of remorse, I straddled
a limb and began eating a banana.
I couldn't understand why the girl
had brought me there. As I looked
over at her while she was stuffing
her mouth with bubble gum, she
smiled a "you my friend — me like
you" grin. I was panicky. She was
going to keep me!
The next day, after a sleepless night
hanging between branches, I tried to
discover my way back to the village.
Unable to get my direction, I stayed
with the girl, hound and monke^/s.
When they heard I was missing,
headquarters would come to find me.
(further condensed on page 22)
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It Pays to Increase Your
WORD POWER
By Wilfred Funk
"Words are impossible without words," said educator John Doxey. Below
are eleven words which make useful contributions to words. To check your
knowledge of them, play our simple game. Answers are on the same page.
(1) ball ('bol)—A: a round or roundish
body or mass. B: a large gathering for
social dancing. C: a blast—less so.
(2) fuzz ('faz)—A: a mass of fluffy par-
ticles or fibers. B: the police. C: the
beard of an adolescent boy. D : the cops.
(3) like ('lik)—A: a feeling of attraction
toward a person or thing. B: similar.
C: approximately, kind of.
(4) snow ('sno)—A: a small tubular
columnar white transparent often branch-
ed crystals of frozen water that are
formed directly from the water vapor
of the air at a temperature of less than
32 °F and belong to the hexagonal system
of crystallization. B: severe dandruff.
C: to impress or please intensely.
(5) blast ('blast)—A: a violent gust of
wind. B: an explosion. C: a ball
—
more so.
(6) weed ('wed)—A: an economically
useless plant. B: a cancer stick. C. dig
out.
(7) wise (wiz)—A: characterized by wis-
dom. B: suffix meaning in the manner
of.
(8) ville (vil)—A: a small village or
hamlet. B: suffix containing a superla-
tive notion.
(9) grubby (grub' i)—A: infested with or
affected by grubs or larvae. B: dirty;
slovenly. C: out of it.
(10) finesse (fi nes)—A: delicacy of ex-
ecution. B: on artifice or stratagem.
C: flunk.
(11) Mad (mad)—A: insane. B: angry.
C: wild with eagerness or desire. D:
a popular humour magazine that does
a better job of this satire than I do.
•Answers to-
"IT PAYS TO INCREASE
YOUR WORD POWER"
(1) ball — C: a blast, less so.
(2) fuzz — D: the cops. Definitely not B;
anyone who would call the cops police
is really out of it.
(3) like— C: approximately, kind of; as
—I like failed that test.
(4) snow— C: to impress or please in-
tensely ; as in—How was your date last
night ?
(5) blast— C: a ball, more so.
(6) None. A weed is a cigarette.
(7) wise— B: a suffix meaning in the
manner of; as twistwise he leaves much
to be desired. "You ought to see Oliver
Twist"
(8) ville— B: a suffix containing a super-
lative notion ; as Farmville.
(9) grubby— C: out of it.
(10) finesse — C: flunk.
(11) Mad— A; B: and C: Certainly
not D!
Vocabulary Ratings
20-19 correct _ _ _ you cheated. There
are only 11 words here.
11-10 correct _ _ _ you are probably a
very ivy talker.
9 -6 correct _ _ you are not a wise child
5-4 correct _______ you are OTL.
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"Student Teaching CAN Be Fun"
A Conclusive Study on the Pleasures of Student Teaching Con-
densed from the Longwood College Report to the Nation in
"Optimism Unlimited."
"Lesson plans!"
"Grades.
.
."
"Why, there'll be no end to the
stacks of papers to read!"
"And a supervising teacher staring
over your shoulder with a grade book
in her hand! I don't think I could
take student teaching!"
These and other similar comments
are to be found throughout the Long-
wood campus as the education majors
of the senior class await their new
experience of student teaching.
As freshmen, and perhaps even as
sophomores and juniors, student tea-
ching was something to be thought of
in the distant future, a hazy picture
of nine weeks away from the campus,
spent in wearing high heels or "teach-
ing shoes" and having the most de-
lightful rest from lectures and classes.
Now the future is the present and the
feelings toward this very important
"course" are generally apprehensive.
1 he first brave souls to plunge into
the fields of battle are those students
who chose the first nine weeks block
for their student teaching. For nine
weeks, while the remainder of their
fellow classmates entertained thoughts
of new classes, meeting the new stu-
dents, and Circus, these masters of
their fates put in six hours of devoted
service to the public school systems.
They were the victims of spitballs and
curious glances, but they were also
the grateful, and often proud, receiv-
ers of right answers and apples for the
teacher. And, in a relatively short
time, they were again at Longwood
taking tests whereas they had once
given them.
Upon their arrival at Longwood,
these courageous souls were anxiously
greeted by the students who would to
be the next to go. The new re-
sented such questions as, "Was it as
tribulations of a student teacher, pre-
seuted such questions as, "Was it as
bad as you expected?"
"How often did Dr. come to
observe you?"
"What do you do when— ?"
Generally, the answers they receiv-
ed were vague statements of "It
wasn't at all what I expected.
.
." or,
"I loved it!"
As with anything else, one could
probably conclude that student teach-
ing can be whatever you make of it.
According to the ones who lived
through the experience, student teach-
ing has its moments of sorrow, the
"long" days, the unpreparedness of
the students, the days of observation,
"mutiny" within the classroom, and
many others; but it also has its mo-
ments of joy.
In fact, it can be fun, as some stu-
dents teachers revealed when they
were questioned further about this
curious experience.
The primary rule that most of them
stated was the Student Teachers
Must Be Prepared for Any Sort
of an Emergency.
Ont student teacher related a story
concerning a "gift" which she received
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from one of her male students, a high
school junior. The present was found
to be a live lizard. She has yet to
discover the connection between liz-
ards and typing.
There was one boy student in a
high school who warned all of his
students teachers on their first day
there that his usual custom was to
date "older women."
Another cardinal rule of student
teaching was stressed as being Never
be Amazed by Anything That
Happens.
One quite frequent problem could
be illustrated with case of one student
teacher who, usually so proud of her
enunciation, had trouble in her book-
keeping class with getting her words
out correctly. Instead of saying "post
the totals", she found herself referr-
ing to "toasting the potals." She ob-
served that showing you are aware of
such an error can only add further to
the confusion of the classroom.
Another student teacher related her
funniest experience as being the time
that she asked her supervising teacher,
a man, for directions to the rest room.
He gave her directions which she fol-
lowed, but found, much to her em-
barrassment, that as she was leaving,
a person of the opposite sex was enter-
ing.
One student teacher, upon arrival
at her first day on the job, was asked
by her supervising teacher to help
the children with a history unit. In
response to this, the student teacher
asked the class where the particular
country was located. No response. . .
The student teacher then turned to
three unrolled maps on the wall and
inquired, "Which of these maps
would show us the location?" One
of the students said, "We don't know,
they've never been pulled down."
Prewarning her students in an ele-
mentary school to be on their best
behavior in case this should be her day
of observation, another student teach-
er noticed that at that monent the
supervisor was coming down the walk,
Just then, one of the mischievious
first graders piped up with, "Miss
—
,
here comes vour mother down the
walk!"
Words and their definitions are of-
ten misconstrued and misinterpreted
by the elementary grades, as several
student teachers have discovered. For
example, one teacher asked her
class for a word that rhymed with
noise. One little boy on the back row
answered, "poise." Upon a request
from the student teacher for a defini-
tion of this word, he answered, "it's
something that comes out of the water
and bounces balls on its nose."
Another student teacher asked her
class to make up a sentence containing
the word, "illuminate." One of the
sentences read, "We illuminate chick-
ens on our farm."
These experiences and many more
compose the various aspects of the
fascinating world of student teaching.
They can be thought of as a warning
to underclassmen, or an encourage-
ment to enter the teaching profession.
Not in spite of, but because of the
delightful unexpectations of the days
that lie ahead, student teaching can
be fun
!
ct5^^5)
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CRUMOPOLITAN INSURANCE COMPANY
ATTENTION:
If you got bitten by a five-legged dog, would you be covered by your present
insurance? You would be if you are one of our policyholders. For just a few
dollars a day, you can be covered against such common accidents as attack
by tsete flies, collision with fiying saucers, disabilities encountered in total
nuclear war with Greenwhich Village, head on collisions wnth burning sky-
scrapers (in the Sahara Desert), and accidents involving loss of status or
position in the community. The above accidents could happen to anyone.
Protect yourself and your family from these little everyday mishaps. For
more information concerning our plan, send your life savings and the fol-
lowing card.
NAME: (REAL NAME)
FAMILY:
EMPLOYMENT:
AGE:
SALARY:
I. Q.:
Are you now or have been ever a member of DAR?
Advertisement
GREAT NEW TOOTHPASTE
DISCOVERY!
NEWDEW
From the laboratories of the makers tooth. Not only does it provide decay
of such products as Flub, the great protection for your teeth, but it comes
new washday detergent, and Whew, in 47 delicious and wholesome flavors
the fabulous new roll-on deoderant —among which are peanut butter,
comes a tremendously new discovery rhubarb, witch hazel, and, that old
—NEWDEW, for those who can't favorite for the conservatives, vanilla,
brush but once a month. A great new Buy now before the supply becomes
ingredient-glew-protects your teeth limited. Only 59^ for a 10 year
for a period of one month because it economv size tube,
puts a protective shield around each NEWDEW IS BEST FOR YOU!
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The Most Unforgettable
Character I've Met
By Yves Guttenhcrg
T t was a warm spring morning in
1429 when I first met Joan D'arc.
I was nineteen then, a soldier in the
French army in the campaign against
the English. My company was camp-
ed near Lorraine.
A group of us were feeding the
horses when she walked into camp.
Thinking of the usual type of woman
who regularly came into our camps,
I started to laugh, but when she look-
ed at me, I could not. She just stood
there looking at me wnth eyes that
Yves Guttenberg has contributed much
to the press. He has devoted much of his
career to printing Bibles, but is recently-
being tried as a heretic and traitor.
seemed to read my thoughts. Her
red peasant dress was clean, but worn,
and her hair was neatly plaited. She
looked very young; except her eyes,
and they commanded the respect that
one would ordinarily give only to a
much older person.
"Take me to your captain," she
said.
I took her to the captain and walk-
ed back to the horses. I asked the
men who she was.
"She's the one the villagers claim
can save France. Her name is Joan
(further condensed on page 24)
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Great Moments m Education
The professor in this picture is very happy. Why is he very happy? He
IS happy because he has discovered a great moment in education. And what
IS that great moment in education that he has discovered? He has discovered
that he is very happy when June arrives—because in June all the students
go home for the summer. Do not mention September to this happy professor.
Besides, he can always hope that some of them get married.
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What The South Really Thinks
About The Civil War Centennial!
Editor's note: The following is a report by ace foreign correspon-
dent, Walter Klondike, on his recent interview with a typical
Southerner, Colonel Zebulon Compson, of Yoknapatawphalalca-
wampus County, Mississippi, with the specific purpose of sampling
Southern opinion on the Civil War Centennial. The views express-
ed are not necessarily those held by the Reader's Disgust—Ed.
oknapatawphalakawampus
County lies in the fertile
^^
^
^ flood-plain of the lower
Mississippi River; in fact, certain
areas of the county are completely
under water for a month after the
spring flood. The crumbling, once-
lovely ante-bellum mansion of the
once - prominent Compson family,
Compson's Hundred, is a veritable
storehouse of Civil War (pardon the
language) relics which belonged to
the first Colonel Compson, the illus-
trious granfather of the present Colo-
nel. An avenue of stately magnolias
drap in Spanish moss lines the ap-
proach to the house.
As I pulled up into the dirt drive-
Avay, I noticed an elderly gentleman
sitting in a dilapidated rocking chair
on the front porch eating hush pup-
pies and sipping a mint julep. It was
definitely Colonel Compson. As I ap-
proached the rickety porch, the old
fellow creaked to his feet, adjusted
the rusted sword at his hip, fugged
at his tattered gray uniform and
pushed through several layers of
Spanish moss which hung over the
porch and over everthing else, for
that matter. When I saw him, all
I coulg think of was "Save your Con-
federate monev . . .
!"
"Howdy, Mr. Klondike, I've been
expecting you," he said motioning me
to another rocking chair as ancient
as the one in which he was sitting.
I sat down gingerly and, not know-
ing exactly how he felt about Yan-
kees, I refused the mint julep he
offered me.
"Colonel Compson," I began "I'll
come right to the point. I am here
to discuss the War Between the States
Centennial with you so that I can
report to my readers exactly what a
typical Southerner feels about it."
"Well, Sub, as all Sons of this
Beautiful and Glorious Southland. I
see this Centennial as a great oppor-
tunity for our youngsters to become
acquainted with the past history of
their Native Land. Yes, Suh. Why,
right here in Yoknapatawphalaka-
wampus Count}^ was one of the most
glorious and triumphant battles of
the entire War, the Battle of Slimy
Creek. That great battle field is only
ten miles away."
"I must confess that I didn't realize
that this battle was so momentous."
I said.
He rattled on about the clever
strategy executed by his grandfather
and a rather nebulous group of gueril-
(further condensed on page 25)
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I Was A Student at Moscow State
By Helmut Grottrup
When I was in my junior year in
college a great event transpired.
I decided to take a big step and show
my independence and savoir faire life
as it really is. Just what thrilling
plans did I have in mind? Well, I
could think of nothing more enlight-
ening and rewarding than a year of
study abroad. After all, I had strug-
gled for three years in the most con-
fining of all academic pursuits.
In my freshman, sophomore, and
junior years at the University
of Miami, I had taken such challeng-
ing courses as Intermediate Surf-
boarding, The Elements of Skindiv-
ing, A Historical Study of Florida
Swamplands as Possible Water Skiing
Routes, science (Alligatorology), A
Study of the Languages of the Florida
Indian tribes in relation to English,
and Advanced Cherokee (language
requirement).
I had one elective a year and in my
junior year merely on an impulse, I
enrolled in a sociology course. I must
admit at this point that of all the
courses 1 took at Miami U. sociology
was the the least beneficial.
As you may know, there are agen-
cies in New York City and Washing-
ton, D. C, which serve as placement
bureaus for exchange students. Due
to the holiday rush (Easter) or to my
late application, my papers somehow
ended up in the Moscow State file.
Actually, I wished to study at the
Sorbonne in Paris. However, Fate
was not on my side in this instance.
One warm May afternoon I re-
turned to my dorm to find a very
official-looking envelope in my mail
box. With trembling hands I tore
open the letter. With a racing heart
I began to read. My eyes stopped on
two words— Moscow State. I just
couldn't believe this was happening to
me. Yes, there it was in black and
white. I was to spend the fall semes-
ter in iVIoscow.
A great surge of patriotism arose
in me at the thought of representing
America at Moscow State. Strange,
wasn't it? I was going from the re-
lative security of U. of M. (Miami)
to the definite uncertainty of the U.
of M. (Moscow). The patriotism
was soon forgotten in a sudden flurry
of apprehenions which crowded in
my mind.
Needless to say, the next three
months were like traumatic night-
mares which I could never quite shake
myself out of. Passport, immuniza-'
tions shots, shopping trips, etc., kept
my spare time occupied. In August
a meeting of exchange students for
the fall semester met in Washington,
D. C. Several speakers were present
to wish us success in our studies
abroad. They all, however, made one
mutual point in their respective
speeches. They urged us to remem-
ber who we were and that we repre-
sented the American people. Uneasi-
ness of conscience set in again.
September finally came, and I was
off for Moscow. I can't quite ex-
plain how I felt as I stepped ofif the
plane. I suppose I had expected a
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firing squad with the welcoming com-
mittee. Actually Russia is a very
drab country. The day was rather
gloomy and overcast, and my first
impression was of gray stone build-
ings, trucks, and official-looking uni-
forms. Of course, possessing a rather
limited knowledge of the Russian
language, (I had taken one year in
college) my rescue came in the form
of a quiet young man from Hampden-
Sydney who spoke Russian fluently.
When our host, Dmitri Tolstolvski,
turned to me suddenly and exhaled a
garlic-flavored breath in my face and
asked me a very ominous-sounding
question in a deep baritone voice, I
shrank back and my Hampden-Sydney
friend answered unhesitatingly for
me. I clutched his sleeve and whis-
pered, "Don't leave me, ye mighty
Hampden-Sydney man!" He smiled
and I knew I had one friend in this
country of barren waste.
The next day brought registration
for the semester's classes. I remember
emitting a rather hysterical shriek
upon reading the university catalogue
and noting the courses offered. I
finally enrolled in six of the "more
useful" of the courses ofifered by M.
U. I enrolled in: The Theory of
Party Politics; Science 411- The Ele-
(further condensed on page 26)
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ANTHONY ADVERSE
Featured Condensation
By Hervey Allen
Condensed from the book by Herve^' Allen for those conscientious
readers who may not have had the fortitude to plough through 1,224
pages of Hervey's imagination.
High on a cold Apline pass in 1776, little illegitimate Anthony
Adverse was bom.
"Your mother is dead and I have killed your father in a duel,"
said Don Luis, as he deserted Anthony with his statue at the or-
phanage.
"Bye, Don Luis," said Anthony as he left Luvaino 25 years later
for New Orleans with his statue and his grandfather's inheritance.
"I will start a new life, now that Fernando has betrayed me by being
responsible for the death of my Christ image. Brother Francois."
"That reminds me, I must find Dolores, who is unconsciously my
Madonna image and marry her now that my wife and child have
burned to death in my newly built grandois plantation. I am sad-
dened!"
"But first, she must free me and my statue from the prison Don
Luis has sentenced me to with his dying breath."
"Thank you, Delores. Now that you have freed me and my
wife, I won't need my statue."
"Here, take my statue for the poor people," Said Anthony to the
local Padre. "I have finally gotten another Madonna image and will
live happily ever after."
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Have You an
AMUSING
ANECDOTE-
an Unusual Story?
The Disgust Is begging for
contributions— at the following
rates of payment, on publication
:
$100 for Life in These United
States
(nobody sent us any for this issue)
Don't worry if your story is
untrue—no one believes that the
American scene could be appealing
or humorous anyhow.
$100 for Humor in Uniform
Personally, we don't see any-
thing humorous about being in
uniform and penalize you for
thinking so. You pay us to print
your story.
$2500 for First Person Articles
An article for this series must be
true, hitheruntofore unpublished
narrative of an unusual, personal,
experience. It may be dramatic,
inspirational, or humorous. Above
all. First Person stories must drip
optimism. See "I Escaped From
the Peace Corps" for an example
of the stuff we're paying $2500
these days.
All contributions sh'nild he ad-
dressed to The Proper Editor, c/
o
The Reader s Disgust, Farynville,
Virginia.
New Light on Mononucleosis
The people in white have been treat-
ing Illie diligently for fatigue. "How
do you feel now, Illie?" the doctor
asks.
"The same as usual, doctor. Scared.
Doctor, I don't want to go home!"
"Now, Illie Downe, take is easy.
I have a new medical report here
from the I.^I.B.R. that I want A'Ou to
read. Your case isn't severe enough
for A'ou to leave school. I think we
can handle everything all right here."
Illie read the report put out by the
I.^M.B.R. and now she finds her out-
look much improved. She even drinks
all of her water.
She can see how important it is for
people to consider all the facts, and
not to accept old student's tales—for
often they are groundless.
This serves as a warning to all
freshmen. Don't believe everything
you hear about mononucleosis. It is a
disease that is quite the thing to have
these days.
I Escaped From the
Peace Corps
Days ran into weeks. The weeks
ran into months. I soon developed
the vital ability of shouting "Uga-
Uga-Uga!" ripping from vine to vine.
As time progressed, my metabolism
adjusted to a diet of bananas and
coconuts. My most difficult adjust-
ment was learning the vernacular of
the ape family. Soon, however, "Ysa-
doap" "Isa-ass" and "Ek-a-peek" be-
came common vocabulary for me.
Headquarters never pulled through.
As time elapsed I found mj^self giving
no thought to headquarters. I was
too much occupied with picking the
lice off my ape friends and keeping on
the look out for monkey-hungry
beasts.
Here I am now after a year or more
(Continued on Page 25)
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IVIadlai Stevenstone
world-traveler, author
of best seller, JMongolia
on a Shoestring or Inside
Outer Mongolia^ tells how
she was w^on over to Instant
Mongolian Goat's Milk.
When 3'ou've traveled in as man}'
countries as I have yoxi think you
know almost all there is to know
about goat's milk. That's why I was
so surprised when I was traveling in
Mongolia this summer to learn some-
thing really new—and from a young
mongoose too. He served me the best
Mongolian goat's milk I had ever
tasted. Then he amazed me by say-
ing it was instant Mongolian goat's
milk.
"Oh, come now." I said. "I tried
them all when they first came out.
Instant Mongolian Goat's Milk just
can't taste that good."
Well, I was wrong. It seems
there's a new kind of Instant Mongo-
lian Goat's Milk. It's called Instant
Mongolian Goat's Milk. It's 150%
pure goat's milk. It tastes just the
way goat's milk should.
And easy? All my little Mongo-
lian mongoose friend did was to dis-
solve a dipper full of the pure goat's
milk crystals in a little boiling water.
There are no drippy goats to dispose
of.
I mix it morning, noon, and night.
It's the best Mongolian goat's milk
there is.
Most Unforgettable Character
Di j>arc.
"The voices of St. Catherine and
St. ^Margaret speak to her."
"Oh, really," was the only other
contribution.
Somehow at the moment I, too,
believed that she could save France.
How I did not know, but at least my
faith in her was a beginning. Then,
the captain called me.
"Yves, get two fresh horses, one
for yourself and one for the maid.
You're to take her to the Dauphin
in Chinon."
"Yes, sir." I did not even question
the order.
"But I can't ride a horse," the
maid exclaimed, and then she added
in a determined voice, "I'll try."
Along the journey to Chinon, ^liss
D'arc did not talk very much but kept
in rather deep thought. Occasionally
she would shift in the saddle.
Once when we were talking, I told
her of my plans to become a printer.
I told her of the obstacles that stood
in my way. For generations the old-
est son in my father's family had
inherited the family tract of land and,
of course, since I was the oldest son
in my family, my father wanted me
to take over the land ^vhe,n he died.
"But I don't want to be a farmer, I
want to become a printer, the best in
all France," I told her. "And it
would be unheard of for the oldest
son in the Guttenberg family not to
become a farmer. So what can I
do?" I asked her.
"Yves," she said, "it is not for
others to say what we must do.
It is up to you to decide. Whether
we are condemned or commended by
our friends, relatives, or even enemies
does not matter. That is up to God
and only God. Remember that al-
ways."
Soon after that, we arrived at
Chinon. She turned to me and said,
"\our mission is over. Return to
your company. God be with you."
Then she left me.
Later, we heard of her leading a
victorious army against the English
at Orleans. Then, the whole country
rejoiced when she and her troops took
Reims, making it possible for the
Dauphin to be Crowned Charles VII
of France.
It was all over most of us thought,
but for Joan it was only the beginn-
ing. In leading an attack against
Paris in 1430, she was wounded by
the English and imprisoned by them.
Anxiously, I awaited news, but
none came except that she was im-
prisoned at Rouen. Then I heard
that Joan, so pure, was going to be
tried as a witch and a heretic.
"Why?" I asked m3'self. Quite often
I would say aloud, "I can't believe
that they're doing this to her." But
she was tried and convicted.
The people who saw the execution
in Rouen said she marched calmly to
the stake, and as the English soldiers
set fire to the wood, she lifted her
head toward heaven as if she, too,
were awaiting an answer. "I'm
smoking more now, but enjoying it
less," were her last words.
It has been twenty-four 3'ears since
that terrible day when Joan was burn-
ed at the stake. I took her advice
after leaving the army and became a
printer—a relatively successful one at
that.
A few weeks ago, I received news
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there had been a new trial and Joan
had been declared innocent of the
charges made against her. When I
heard the news, I thought of her
words that put me on the path to be-
coming a printer—"Whether we arc
condemned or commended by our
friends, relatives, or even our enemies
does not matter, Think for yourself.
Remember that always." And I
know that I alwa^'s shall remember
them, for Joan D'arc not only drove
the English from French soil, but also
she was the most perfect human ex-
ample of shutting one's ears to the
voices of men to listen to the voices
of God. I'll remember that always.
Civil War Centennial
la fighters called the Mississippi Ir-
regulars.
AVhen the old Colo.nel paused for
breath, I remarked guardedly, "It
seems amazing that so many new and
astounding facts should be discovered
so long after the War."
"We have our Yoknapatawphalaka-
wampus County Centennial Commit-
tee to thank for bringing to light those
glorious facts that might otherwise
have been forever obliterated from the
pages of history!" He rattled his
sword emphatically.
"Well," I said rather impishly,
"this new discovery will undoubtedly
add greater significance to the Battle
of Slimy Creek and will, of course,
encourage more tourists to visit the
area. I understand that you have
donated many of your grandfather's
war relics to be shown at the battle-
field—for a small consideration, eh.
Colonel ?"
"Well, uh, ahem, yes, there was a
very small consideration allowed me.
But I hope you aren't intimating that
my zeal or that of my fellow South-
erners for the Centennial was given
its impetus by any, humph, monetary
reward we might gain!"
"Of course not. Colonel. The
thought never occurred to me, "I said,
glancing at my watch. "Well, I must
be going, so that I won't be late in
getting back to civiliz . . . the city.
It has really been a pleasant and a
very enlightening discussion, I assure
you."
"Before you leave, I'd be right
proud if you'd take some of these
folders and give them to your friends,"
he said as he shoved a sheaf of pam-
phlets entitled, "The Victorious Bat-
tle of Slimy Creek" into my hands.
"I'm sure many of our Northern
friends would be interested in visiting
this historic site."
"Thank you, Colonel," I said sur-
pressing a grin. "I'm very glad to
see that you hold none of the pre-
judices and animosity toward the
North so often attributed to 'dj'ed-in-
the wool' Southerners."
"No, Suh," he declared emphati-
cally. "I am extremely proud to say
that I feel no hostility whatsoever to-
ward even one single damn Yankee!"
I ESCAPED FROM THE
PEACE CORPS
has passed. There have been few pro-
blems to face in my jungle home.
To date, I have had only one major
complaint. That is concerning this,
the writing of my memoirs. How do
you compose sitting on the branch of
a palm tree?
It's no monkey business being out
on a limb.
/ WAS A STUDENT AT MOSCOJF STATE
merits of Nuclear Warfare; Litera-
ture 455-Karl Marx as a Great Writ-
er; Physical Ed 61- How To Play
Russian Roulette; Sociology 412-
The Brotherhood and Comradeship
;
and one Elective course-Agriculture
310 Farming in the Ukranine.
My classes began two days later.
I got along famously wnth my fellow
students. They plied me with ques-
tions concerning Capitalism and Jack-
ie Kennedy. Russian college students
are quite sincere, intelligent human
beings. I made many friends.
My biggest worry came when my
literature professor assigned a term
paper on Karl Marx. I made the
unforgivable error of using references
which were not approved by the
YCCL—Youth Committee of Com-
munistic Literature, the board of cen-
sorship. I was nearly expelled from
M.U. for this gross error.
Concerning the social aspect of life
in Russia, the first two months I was
afraid to attempt to mix with the
Russian "collegians." However, I
soon began to enjoy their little intel-
lectual yet quiet gatherings.
Exams came, and I sweated every
course, including the physical educa-
tion course. I hadn't quite gotten
the hang of the roulette game. I did
pull through with average grades,
much to my own surprise. With
great regret, I packed my bag to
return to the carefree life of Miami
U., waterskiing between classes, and
generally living at ease. But what
was I gaining actually? I had learned
much at Moscow State. 1 had de-
veloped a much more serious attitude
toward my studies and had even man-
aged to do fairly well grade-wise even
though handicapped by the Russian
language.
1 returned to the United States
with mixed emotions concerning my
studies and experiences abroad. I had
gained ten pounds from Russian
cuisine. I even noticed a j^ellowish
tinge to my complexion from the con-
tinual drinking of vodka, Russian
wines, and Russian beer with meals.
The Russian people make little
over holidays. Actually, it was my
theory that the entire Communist
system would collapse if the workers
were allowed adequate vacations and
time off. I returned home just in
time for spring vacations at Miami U.
I barely had time to unpack my ear-
muffs, fur-lined boots and woolen
underwear, before I had to break out
my wardrobe of swim suits, sandals,
and drinking hat with madras band.
So, off I went with the "collegians"
to a two week "test" in Bermuda.
As our cruise boat headed toward an
island lagoon, the note of a bass ukele-
le could be heard and a rather plain-
tive voice singing the Soviet "March-
ing Songs." I simply couldn't get
the tune out of my mind.
".
. . Come, comrades, let us work
for the brotherhood. For in work
there is honor, and in honor there
is good."
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